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Delivering solutions Much of business occurs over a tabletop, whether it involves discussing, 
negotiating, learning or sharing. Kimball Office has solutions for every 
need throughout an organization. Discover the excellence of design and 
engineering. Select from a complete range of solutions that complement 
any environment.

Traditional tables offer timeless beauty. •	

Support any office style with a mix of top and base materials.  •	

Occasional tables complete any office décor. •	

cover: Toffee Cherry, Chamfer rim, Ellipse base with Silver Satin detail; shown with Traxx,® Presentation Tools, Scenario markerboard/flip chart holder, 
Axos™ seating
left: Innsbruck table, Amber Cherry
middle: company info: D.H. Griffin Companies, Greensboro, North Carolina; Ginger Cherry, Beaded rim, wood cylinder bases; shown with Stature seating
right: Contemporary Cylinder occasional table, Mocha Cherry; shown with Priority® bookcases, Arpeggio seating

Conferencing Solutions may contribute to LEED credits.  
Please refer to our Environmental Data Sheets, located on  
www.kimballoffice.com, for specific details. 

 

Conferencing Solutions meets SCS Indoor Advantage  
Gold certification.

Conferencing Solutions is level™ 1 certified. level™ provides an 
easy way to understand how our products can contribute to 
your sustainability goals. level™ ensures a comprehensive,  
independent and impartial assessment of the environmental 
and social impacts of a product’s manufacture to the BIFMA  
e3 sustainability standard.
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Complement your conferencing table with functional matching units.  •	

Aspire•	 ® tables combine large group interaction with small table mobility. 

 Maximize a multi-purpose room's functionality with Scenario tables •	
that can be ganged and powered, flipped and nested.

left: company info: F.A. Richards and Associates, Inc.; Contemporary boat-shaped table in Mocha Cherry; shown  
with Skye® seating
middle: company info: Champaign Bank, Dublin, Ohio; Aspire table in Espresso Walnut; shown with Skye seating
right: Scenario tables, Chamois laminate, Platinum Metallic bases; shown with Approach™ seating, Traxx® and tiles
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Many of today’s workers spend much of the day out of their offices—in 
meetings, at impromptu gatherings. Kimball Office provides intelligent  
conferencing solutions, like network access, for productive group interactions.

 Tabletop power/data center provides convenient access for individual  •	
users, technical presentations or video conferencing—all at the tabletop. 

 The power/data center is integrated into the tabletop, allowing it to close •	
when not in use, for a clean appearance. 

 Base for wire management hides and manages wires while providing   •	
easy access.

Enabling technology

Arc Rectangular Contemporary conference table, Toffee Cherry, Chamfer rim, Ellipse base
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Toffee Cherry, Flat rim, shown with Wish™ seating
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You need more than a table and chairs to outfit today’s meeting spaces. 
Kimball Office complementary furniture allows you to be fully equipped  
and fully prepared for many conferencing requirements.

Power/communication grommets, combined with cord management 
bases, provide simple power/data access.

Details like a silverware organizer, trash bin and power outlets maximize  
utility in these contemporary complementary furniture pieces.

 Metal corner post details are available in three finishes—Matte Black,  •	
Satin Nickel, and Platinum Metallic. 

 Finishes, pulls, and edge details on Contemporary complementary  •	
furniture match those of Kimball Office desks, storage and open  
plan offerings.

Fulfilling interaction

Honey Maple, Cinder posts, Duet pulls in Matte Black
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company info: Florida State University College of Medicine, Tallahassee, Florida; Kimball® Office by Design table (special shape), 
Autumn Cherry, Flat rim; shown with Stature seating
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Facility needs can change hour to hour. Aspire® delivers on the promise of 
convenient mobility with tables that move easily into position, then fold up 
for re-location or storage.

 Aspire tables come in folding, as well as non-folding styles, for  •	
dedicated spaces. 

Boat, rectangular and elliptical shaped tops are available.  •	

Choose from softened or knife edge details. •	

 One person can fold and move even the largest Aspire table through   •	
doors and onto elevators.

Changing places

Honey Maple, Knife rim
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Latte Rift Oak, Duet pull in Satin Nickel; shown with Stature seating
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No two training sessions are alike. Scenario tables offer perfect versatility for 
high-use spaces with seamless technology integration and range of shapes, 
sizes, surface materials and accessories to handle any setup or gathering. 

 Laminate tabletops are offered in round, square, rectangular or  •	
D-shapes in various sizes to create endless configurations. 

 Legs are available in static, mobile or height adjustable to provide  •	
utmost flexibility. 

 Scenario's ganging and flip mechanisms let you set up and store tables •	
in straight-line arrangements. No need to remove modesty panels or 
disconnect cabling. 

 Grommets, undersurface electrical channels and leg-attached cable •	
managers control cords.

Moving meetings

left: Amber Cherry woodgrain laminate, Platinum Metallic bases
right: Designer White laminate, Platinum Metallic bases; shown with LF series files, Event seating
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Aspire table, Caramel Maple, Knife rim; shown with Fundamental files, Skye® seating 
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In business, two heads are often better than one. Task-ready tables  
from Kimball Office provide stylish ways to collaborate, learn and  
produce results.

Wood configuration tables offer elegant aesthetics for working  •	
 conference areas. 

Multiple top shapes support arrangements ranging from individual  •	
 working space to multi-member teamwork. 

 Extensive wood species, finish and rim options match other Kimball  •	
Office desks, storage and open plan systems and integrate into  
any environment. 

Mobile, folding and static metal bases combine functionality with  •	
 architectural style.

Creating conversation

left: company info: NorthBay Healthcare Advantage, Fairfield, California; Toffee Cherry, Softened rim; shown with Definition® 
desk and storage, Skye® and Beo® seating
middle: company info: Total Quality Logistics, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio; Amber Cherry, Flat rim, metal Tapered Column legs in 
Platinum Metallic; shown with Adagiato seating
right: company info: TRICARE, San Diego, California; Antique White laminate, Flat rim; shown with Stature seating
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company info: Florida International University Graduate School of Business, Miami, Florida; Scenario tables, Honey Maple 
woodgrain laminate, Platinum Metallic bases; shown with Wish™ seating
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Every business has a certain image it seeks to project. Kimball Office  
offers creative ways to express a distinctive style with tables that combine 
exquisite materials, thoughtful design and meticulous craftsmanship.

 Traditional tables feature hand-selected hardwood veneers available in •	
a wide range of finishes. 

 Traditional tables have a full fill, high sheen finish to enhance beauty  •	
and security. 

 Traditional complementary furniture options include storage and serving •	
pieces that provide added usefulness to any meeting space.

Expressing image

left: Traditional TV/VCR cabinet and lectern, Cordovan Walnut
right: company info: D.H. Griffin Companies, Greensboro, North Carolina; Innsbruck boat-shaped conference table, Ginger 
Cherry; shown with Clairmont seating
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Creating a distinctive environment isn’t limited to the conference table 
alone. A full range of tables and complementary furniture styles allow you 
to create comfortable settings in private offices and reception areas as well 
as full conference rooms.

 Kimball Office tables provide the ability to mix many materials, including  •	
wood, metal and laminate. 

 Fancy face veneer patterns such as Birdseye Maple, pie-cut and  •	
sunburst tops are available on selected tables. 

 Wood species, finish options and edge details mirror desks, storage and  •	
open plan furnishings for consistent appearance throughout a facility. 

 Occasional tables are available in traditional to contemporary styling  •	
to accommodate any office décor. 

 A variety of table bases in wood or metal can be matched with a  •	
multitude of top sizes and shapes  to create the perfect solution for  
your space.

Addressing style

left: Toffee Cherry, Reed rim, metal Disc base in Cinder; shown with Definition® bookcases, Beo® seating
middle: company info: Rothstein Kass, Roseland, New Jersey; Caramel Maple, Flat rim, Wood Square bases; shown with 
Xsite® system, Acapella and Wish™ seating
right: Contemporary Cube occasional table, Mocha Cherry; shown with Definition storage, Arpeggio seating
back cover: company info: Manpower, Inc., Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Racetrack table, Mocha Cherry, Knife rim; shown with 
Skye® seating
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